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TIP 1: RECIPROCITY PRINCIPLE
“favors, benefits or penalties that are granted by one state to the
citizens or legal entities of another, should be returned in kind”
Sets the conditions to be met for a
foreigner to carry out economic
activities in Italy.

The compliance is
to be met at the
time of action.

 Not applicable to:
1. EU member states, Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein
2. non-EU state which entered into a BIT with Italy
3. non-EU nationals who reside in Italy

The Italian Foreign Office publishes, for information
purposes only, the state-of-the art of the
Reciprocity agreements (it is not legally binding).

Each action has to be
verified by the Notary or
by the Register officer.

Its violation results in the voiding of the action that can be claimed by any interested party.

TIP 2: CODICE FISCALE (taxcode/fiscalcode/taxnumber)
Code issued by the Tax Authority to identify an individual/legal entity in all dealings with the Italian public authorities.

Despite the name, it is not
appointed (just) for tax purposes.
It is mandatory for a number of
activities such as:
•to open an Italian bank account,
•to start an Italian court dispute,
•to buy an Italian property,
•to register a contract,
•to buy a mobile phone number,
•to be appointed as director in an
Italian company
•to be shareholder in an Italian
company

Format for individuals:
CCCCDG68C18Z133G
Format for legal entities:
11484550154

Appointment request:
• personally/appointed person
• Italy / abroad (Italian
Embassy/Consular office)

Warnings!
Not to be confused
with a VAT number!

The appointing procedure can be
time expensive (2 weeks / 1 month).

TIP 3: BENEFICIAL OWNER (antimoneylaunderinglaw-EU)
Financial institutions
Professionals (notaries, CpAs, lawyers, etc.)

customer due diligence
to identify the "beneficial owner“ of the
legal entity they are dealing with.

the natural person/s
who ultimately owns a legal entity through direct or indirect ownership
or controls it with a sufficient percentage of the shares or voting rights,
other than a company listed on a regulated market.

A percentage of 25 % plus one share shall be deemed sufficient to meet this criterion.

TIP 4:PECEMAIL ADDRESS (CertifiedElectronicMail)
It is
a system
which allows
or more
registered
e-mails
with
legalvalue,
value,
The
PEC service
is the two
system
which
allows users
usersto
toexchange
send e-mails
with
legal
equivalent to a registered letter with return receipt.

equivalent to a registered letter with return receipt.

It uses security
protocols that grant
integrity of
contents and
attachments

It returns receipts
of submission and
delivery

Time saving:
simultaneous delivery of
the same message to
different receivers

Money saving:
lower costs, compared to
the ordinary hard-mail
services

Compulsory for companies and partnerships (address to be filed with the Register of Companies).
Warning! The PEC mailbox is to be constantly monitored, since official notifications from the authorities or from
third parties can be delivered to such address with full legal effects (tax audit notifications included).

TIP 5: PUBLIC INFO ATTHE REGISTER OF COMPANIES
Whatever document/info is filed with the Register of Companies
can be bought by anyone
at the Chamber of Commerce offices or through download services (for registered users).

Available info ( Up-to-date certificates / historic certificates ):
• Companies (status, legal address, PEC, establishment/cessation deeds, bylaws, corporate
bodies’ composition, powers, activity, Financial Statements, etc.)
• Individuals (roles, shareholdings, etc.)
• Registered protests (failure to pay)
• Trademarks and patents that are the result of applications filed with the CoC.
Example: Visura Certificate ITA/ENG

TIP 6: SELF-TAXATION REGIMEN
The tax payer is responsible for computing and reporting his tax liability to the tax authority,
doing tax payments accordingly.
The tax authority keeps a role of audit, recovery of the evaded tax and infliction of penalties, to
be done within a set period of time.

No annual consultation is made between the tax authority and the tax payer.

The outcome is uncertain until the end of the audit period.
Due to the extreme length of the trials and the possible involvement of
criminal offence matters, tax payers usually prefer to settle with the tax
authority instead of protracting the dispute to court.

TIP 7:TAXAUTHORITYASSESSMENT
The Tax Authority is allowed to audit an entity’s tax return within a period ending
on 31st December of the sixth year after the considered financial year.
(Ex. 2017 ends in 2017+6=31st Dec 2023)

Extensions are provided in the following cases:
Void or omitted return:
8th year
(Ex. 2017+8 =31st Dec 2025)

Inspection involving tax heavens:
11th year
(Ex. 2017+11 = 31st Dec 2028)

Void or omitted return with
inspection involving tax heavens:
15th year
(Ex. 2017+15=31st Dec 2032)

Warning!!!
Any additional corrective filing made in the years after the original filing deadlines
will pospone the audit deadlines accordingly.

TIP 8: LOCAL COMPANY OR P.E.?
After the analysis of pros and cons,
90% of the clients ended up establishing a local company registered under Italian Law.

A P.E. is preferable when:
The foreign company
won a public contest
to run a business in Italy.

There are internal reason
to keep the figures of the new business
inside the P&L of the foreign company.

To reduce (not avoid)
problems related
to transfer price rules.

TIP 9:WHICH LOCALCONSULTANT/S SHOULD I PICK?
A comparison of competences at international level shows that there is not perfect match
between the fields of activity among the different kinds of professionals.

Italian professionals:
COMMERCIALISTA
(Chartered Accountant)

AVVOCATO
(Lawyer)

CONSULENTE DEL
LAVORO
(Labor consultant)

TIP 10:WHICH SERVICESSHOULD I OUTSOURCETOA
LOCALCUNSULTANT?
Foreign clients often show a tendency to perform internally as many functions as possible,
underestimating their complexity when related to a different country.

Functions that should be outsourced:
PAYROLLS

TAX COMPUTING AND FILING

REPRESENTATION BEHIND
COURTS AND TAX AUTHORITIES
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